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About This Game

Are you smart enough for Cyadonia?

Hundreds of clever block-sliding puzzles to challenge your mind in this retro-puzzler!

OBJECT OF THE GAME: Get the Cyad to the exit on each screen. It sounds simple...

FEATURES
Collect precious gems, avoid mines, enter teleports, hit switches, open locks, deflect lasers, disable the traps and find your way

home!

Hundreds of devious levels; hours of gameplay!
Play the tutorial. Easy levels for beginners, challenging levels for masters!

Quiet, relaxing, thoughtful gameplay.
No time pressures, infinite lives; It's just you against the puzzles!

Find the optimal routes to win stars and unlock bonus levels!
Earn solutions for when you are stuck!

All levels unlocked, no artificial progression!
Share your progress and play on PC and Android mobile, available in Google Play Store!
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Epic dark fantasy turn-based strategy with role-play elements. Used to be a big Dark Prophecy fan back when it came out and
now I snapped Rise of the Elves, which adds another playlable side. The game should be right up the alley to any HoM&M fan,
sans some differences in gameplay like the inability to move your characters during combat (was changed in DIII, but we
Disciples fans prefer such) and the more strategic rivalry with other sides for land and resource. The art and sound in the game
was one of the best I've seen in it's time for fantasy 2D games and it still holds up just nicely and the game is just massive with
all the quests, sagas and the mission editing tools that come with it. But beware, this game will eat your time like it's nothing -
this is no fast paced arcade game that you can play for a few minutes and feel content, minutes here will turn into literal hours,
so keep this in mind before you grab it (although it's very cheap on a discount so you might as well just support the developer in
doing so). Basically, this is a game that made me a fan of fantasy turn-based strategies, as I also enjoy the HoM&M games, but
Disciples will always be my first choice when it comes to such games. Also, for those wondering how it runs on modern
hardware - it runs just fine on W10 and Intel HD graphics (which I currently use), just make sure you set it to "compatability
mode" and tick some other settings.. riding giant rats to battle talking bears while firing rpgs at clown hoard, yeah it's worth it.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/HACMCwq2wM0. Better than Boundel. It is exploring game and somehow the mood of game makes it pretty
scary! It gets stressfull to collect plants to keep your air up and make sure you don't drown because you have to start from
beginning if you do. Puzzles are ok and game is very interesting. Music is beatiful. It is a good game.. the idea was good the
story line is all over the place the game is truely a 3 out of 10 really bad graphic and theres nothing to keep you intrested to be
honest.. fun game It makes me literately be my inner child
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It's weird.
Very, very weird.
You wont know what the hell is happening, but the gameplay is fun, exciting and unique among TD games I've played/
If you've gotten a little bored of LSD then this will probably overdose you.
Play it.. I bought this game with a coupon and it's worth the money ! :D

+Trading cards
+Achievements. The Union pacific Challenger is one of the best detailed train in the game! and also my favourite! Its
articulated body looks like its real and the best thing about this train is the sounds!. Nobody ever plays this game. I tried to play
it a lot of times...I was the only one online. Forget it. Not recommended at this moment!. The story behind is touching. After
finishing this game, I download their other game called Crazy Dreamz: MagiCats Edition to start creating my own level! Hope I
am gonna be in the Next BestOf ;). 9/10: BYTEPATH takes the blasting fun of Asteroids, styles up the vector graphics with
some glitchtastic visual options, and extends the gameplay with an expansive amount of upgradable options. Can you escape the
terminal?

Bytepath places the player in the role of an AI in a simulation that feels an awful lot like Asteroids. Your only means of escape
is the keys, but surviving long enough means building up your device with the right classes and passives to suit your play style.
Do you prefer surrounding yourself with shield projectiles? Using boost to get through? Focusing only on lightning and nothing
else? All of these options are feasible through the passive tree. While it isn't easy to figure out what every node in the passive
tree means at a glance, the letter and color convey a pretty good gist: red H is usually something about HP, orange A has some
specific attack focus, yellow S relates to SP points, and so on. While you can deselect modes, be careful to not commit
prematurely: you aren't refunded an SP if you deselect one after you commit to a build.

Classes provide a similar sort of customization to passives, though are generally more extreme and unrefundable once selected.
Things like Tank increase health and size but slow you down, Raider gives you more resource drops, Absorber prevents damage
at the cost of boost, with players being able to buy only a few classes from a set before needing to choose from completely new
ones.

The devices are another way to switch up your play style, though it's free to switch between them once unlocked. Thankfully,
you keep all the same classes and passive tree no matter what you switch to, though that also means you only really have one
build saved at a time. Still, the ability to respec the passive tree and the boost you get to your base points every time you
complete a cycle (finding all the keys and escaping), so there are plenty of ways to add variety to each replay.

Even with the cyberspace context, the game definitely plays like an updated Asteroids. Zipping around, destroying floating
debris and hostile ships can feel very zen when your build is working smoothly, but can turn hectic as the challenge level grows
and the screen fills up. As a result, BYTEPATH feels like a juiced up version of a retro arcade classic, and a pretty damn good
one at that.. One of my favorite FPS it has so much content so many maps, mods, guns and the buttery smooth gameplay people
say Epics greatest game is Fortnite but its not the Unreal Tournament Series is there best collection of games.. You need to
create a servers players vs players, but only players vs players like pupg you have beter analysis, in the sandbox I like to revive
everytime I die and if I press ''ctrl'' I like to crawl.. It's cheap and also it's golf. Does what it says in the title.

Some levels are a bit infuriating, it is a bit hard to aim the boop when trying to fling it, but the other stuff is pretty good so far.
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